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Abstract: Liquid fibrinogen is an injectable platelet concentrate rich in platelets, leukocytes,
and fibrinogen obtained by blood centrifugation. The aim of this study was to analyze the
release of different growth factors in the liquid fibrinogen at different times and to assess possible
correlations between growth factors and cell counts. The concentration of transforming growth factor
beta 1 (TGF-β1), platelet-derived growth factor-AB (PDGF-AB), platelet-derived growth factor-BB
(PDGF-BB), bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2), fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF-2) and vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) released by liquid fibrinogen were examined with ELISA at three
time points (T0, time of collection; T7, 7 days; T14, 14 days). The cellular content of the liquid
fibrinogen and whole blood was also calculated for each volunteer. A mean accumulation of platelets
of almost 1.5-fold in liquid fibrinogen compared to whole blood samples was found. An increase of
TGF-β1, PDGF-AB, FGF-2, and VEGF levels was detected at T7. At T14, the level of TGF-β1 returned
to T0 level; PDGF-AB amount remained high; the levels of FGF-2 and VEGF decreased with respect
to T7, but remained higher than the T0 levels; PDGF-BB was high at all time points; BMP-2 level was
low and remained constant at all time points. TGF-β1, PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB showed a correlation
with platelet amount, whereas BMP-2, FGF-2, and VEGF showed a mild correlation with platelet
amount. Due to the high concentration of platelets, liquid fibrinogen does contain important growth
factors for the regeneration of both soft and hard tissue. The centrifugation protocol tested in this
study provides a valid solution to stimulate wound healing in oral and periodontal surgery.

Keywords: liquid fibrinogen; platelet concentrate; growth factors; platelet rich fibrin; PRF; platelets;
leukocyte

1. Introduction

The focus of regenerative medicine is the restoration of damaged tissues [1]. A stable fibrin clot is
the first step of the healing process as it provides a provisional matrix for the migration of mesenchymal
cells, fibroblasts, and epithelial cells. This has been the rationale for using platelet gel and fibrin glues
in oral and maxillofacial surgery [2,3].

Research and development of new protocols to enhance hemostasis and wound healing is,
however, a common focus for all surgical disciplines. The interest for innovative techniques has
been particularly evident in the development of autologous platelets concentrates for surgical use,
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given their high concentration of fibrin [4]. For many years, platelet concentrates have been used as
surgical adjuvants in oral and maxillofacial surgery, sports medicine, orthopedic surgery, and esthetic
plastic surgery [5–9]. To improve tissue healing and regeneration, platelet concentrates are also used to
obtain a local release of growth factors [10].

Focusing on oral surgery, platelet concentrates have been proven to promote and stimulate
wound healing processes and to accelerate angiogenesis. Del Fabbro et al. [11] confirmed the use of
growth factors for providing an additional stimulation to physiological healing processes. Specifically,
improved hemostasis, greater protection of the post-extraction alveolus, reduction in post-operative
pain, and more rapid epithelialization have been highlighted.

Platelet concentrates are classified as platelet-rich plasma (PRP) or platelet-rich fibrin (PRF). In PRP
techniques, blood is collected with anticoagulant and then centrifuged, whereas in PRF techniques,
blood is collected without any anticoagulant and immediately centrifuged [12].

As for leukocyte- and platelet-rich fibrin (L-PRF) products, including L-PRF clots and liquid
fibrinogen, platelet concentrates are obtained by centrifugation of a whole blood sample, discarding
red blood cells and concentrating the components to be used, such as fibrin, platelets, growth factors,
leukocytes, and other circulating cytokines and proteins [13]. By pressing L-PRF clots, an exudate, rich in
plasma proteins such as fibronectin, vitronectin, and thrombospondin-1 can be also obtained [5,14,15].
These plasma proteins have an important role in cell adhesion and migration into the fibrin clot and
can further improve the early stages of wound healing [16].

Compared to L-PRF clots, a liquid concentrate of platelets, leukocytes, plasma proteins,
and fibrinogen can be produced by shorter blood centrifugation [17]. This product, called liquid
fibrinogen, is collected before coagulation and may be used for local delivery of growth factors
similar to fibrin clots. However, compared to L-PRF clots, liquid fibrinogen has been less studied and
characterized with respect to the amount of different growth factors. However, as demonstrated in a
previous study [18], it may have potential applications for the biofunctionalization of dental implants.

The aim of this in vitro study was to analyze the release of different growth factors present in
liquid fibrinogen at different times and to assess correlations between growth factors release and liquid
fibrinogen cell counts.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patient Selection

All procedures performed in this study were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki of 1975, revised in 2013. All volunteers were treated according to a specific protocol approved
by the Ethics Committee for Human Research of Sapienza University (date of approval: 7 November
2019; approval number: 906/19). A written informed consent was obtained from each participant
before the treatment.

Ten systemically healthy volunteers (4 men and 6 women), aged from 40 to 50 years, were enrolled
in this study. The exclusion criteria were anticoagulant and antiplatelet medication therapy,
blood disorders, bone metabolism disorders, antiresorptive therapy (as bisphosphonates), pregnancy,
or lactation.

2.2. Preparation of Blood Samples and Liquid Fibrinogen

Three samples of 9 mL of peripheral venous blood were collected from each volunteer for the
biochemical analysis. One sample was collected in a blood count test tube with potassium EDTA as
anticoagulant (BD Vacutainer®, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) to perform the complete blood count (CBC)
test, and two samples were collected in noncoated tubes without anticoagulants (white-cap tubes,
Intra-Lock, Florida, USA) to obtain liquid fibrinogen. The white-cap tubes were centrifuged at 2700 rpm
for 3 min (RCFclot = 408 g; RCFmax = 653 g; RCFmin = 326 g) [19] using an Intraspin™ centrifugation
device (33◦ rotor angulation, 50 mm radius at the middle of the tube, 80 mm at the maximum, and 40 mm
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at the minimum) (Intra-Lock, Boca Raton, FL, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Immediately after centrifugation, the upper yellow fluid (liquid fibrinogen) in the white-cap tubes
was recovered by sterile syringes, avoiding red blood cells, drawn into tubes containing potassium
EDTA and processed for analyses (Figure 1). Of these last two samples, one was for CBC, the other
for the analysis of the growth factors. The CBC tests were performed using a hematology analyzer
(Advia 2120 Hematology System, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany).
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2.3. ELISA Analyses of Growth Factors

The amount of transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-β1), platelet-derived growth factor-AB
(PDGF-AB), platelet-derived growth factor-BB (PDGF-BB), bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2),
fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF-2) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in the liquid
fibrinogen of each volunteer was determined using Enzyme-Linked Immunoadsorbent assay kits
(Fine Test ELISA, Fine Biotech Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Optical Density (O.D.) absorbance was measured at 450 nm by a microplate reader (Appliskan,
Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). The samples were analyzed at the moment of collection, T0;
at seven days after collection, T7; and fourteen days after collection, T14. The samples analyzed at T7
and T14 were left on the bench at room temperature.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Each data point, within any single experiment, is the mean (± SD) of three independent replicas.
Data were statistically analyzed with two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test, using Prism 6.0 software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Complete Blood Count Test on Whole Blood and Liquid Fibrinogen

At the time of collection, a complete blood count for all volunteers was carried out. Red blood
cells, white blood cells, and platelets were counted in both whole blood and liquid fibrinogen, finding a
statistically significant mean accumulation of platelets of almost 1.5-fold in liquid fibrinogen compared
to whole blood samples (p < 0.01). No accumulation of all other blood cells was found in the liquid
fibrinogen, rather a statistically significant decrease was observed for lymphocytes and neutrophils
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(p < 0.001) and a not statistically significant decrease of monocytes compared to whole blood samples
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Cell count test on volunteers’ whole blood and liquid fibrinogen. The accumulation of
platelets, lymphocytes, neutrophils, and monocytes is reported. Each data point, within any single
experiment, is the mean (± SD) of three independent replicas. ## p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

3.2. Growth Factor Release in Liquid Fibrinogen

The release over time of TGF-β1, PDGF-AB, PDGF-BB, BMP-2, FGF-2 and VEGF in liquid
fibrinogen from each donor was detected at three time points, respectively, at the time of liquid
fibrinogen collection (T0), 7 days after collection (T7), and 14 days after collection (T14). An increase of
TGF-β1, PDGF-AB, FGF-2, and VEGF was detected at T7, whereas at T14, the level of TGF-β1 returned
to the T0 level; PDGF-AB amount remained high; the levels of FGF-2 and VEGF decreased with respect
to T7, but remained higher than the T0 levels. PDGF-BB was high at all time points analyzed even if an
increase at T14 was detected. BMP-2 level was low and remained constant at all time points analyzed.

A cumulative analysis for all donors at all time points revealed that PDGF-BB was the growth
factor present at the highest concentration in liquid fibrinogen (56.567,5 pg/mL), whereas BMP-2, FGF-2,
and VEGF showed the lowest concentrations (3.137,05 pg/mL, 2.636,31 pg/mL, and 2.458,94 pg/mL,
respectively) (Figure 3A–C).
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Figure 3. Growth factors’ release by liquid fibrinogen. The release of growth factors TGF-β,
PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB in (A), BMP-2, FGF-2, and VEGF in (B), was measured by ELISA at
the moment of sample collection (T0), 7 days after collection (T7), and 14 days after collection (T14).
The cumulative concentration of each factor, considering the 10 samples, calculated at T14 is reported
in (C). TGF-β1, transforming growth factor beta 1; PDGF-AB, platelet-derived growth factor-AB;
PDGF-BB, platelet-derived growth factor-BB; BMP-2, bone morphogenetic protein 2; FGF-2, fibroblast
growth factor 2; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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3.3. Correlation Analysis between Growth Factor Release and Platelet Accumulation

In order to verify the presence of a correlation between growth factor release and platelet count,
a statistical analysis for each donor was performed. TGF-β1, PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB levels correlated
to platelet accumulation (r2 = 0.2317, r2 = 0.2502, and r2 = 0.4073, respectively), whereas, no correlation
between BMP-2, FGF-2, and VEGF levels and platelet accumulation was found (r2 = 0.0008, r2 = 0.0139,
and r2 = 0.0019, respectively) (Figure 4).
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4. Discussion

In the last few years, there has been increased interest in possible methods to improve wound
healing, particularly in surgical disciplines, including oral and maxillofacial surgery [6–10].

Previous studies showed that fibrin clots, such as L-PRF, are able to release a large amount of
growth factors over time from alpha granules of platelets [20–23]. In this in vitro study, the release of
growth factors, measured at three time points, and the correlation between growth factor release and
cell accumulation were analyzed.

The subjects included in the study were volunteers aged between 40 and 50 years; this range
corresponds to the age when people commonly undergo oral and periodontal surgery but when they
are young enough not to have diseases typical of elderly people. Our aim was then to analyze the liquid
fibrinogen from individuals representative of the average patient and, above all, were not administered
with anticoagulant and antiplatelet medical therapy.

As the first analysis, the cell count test was performed and found a statistically significant mean
accumulation of platelets of almost 1.5-fold in the liquid fibrinogen compared to whole blood samples.
In contrast, no accumulation of all other blood cells was found in the liquid fibrinogen with a statistically
significant decrease of lymphocytes and monocytes. These results partially confirm the findings of
Varela et al., who reported a higher concentration of both platelets and lymphocytes in the liquid
fibrinogen compared to the whole blood [24]. A possible explanation for these contrasting results
could be the difference in centrifugation parameters (700 rpm in the work by Varela et al. vs. 2700 rpm
of our protocol) and the collection point (Varela et al. collected the liquid fibrinogen as closely as
possible to the red blood cells). Interestingly, the amount of neutrophils in the liquid fibrinogen
obtained by our centrifugation device was around 1.5% of the amount of neutrophils present in whole
blood samples. It is well-known that the presence of activated neutrophils affects the properties and
the lifespan of fibrin clots [25]. Growth factors and cytokines delivery can rely on various physical
properties of the fibrin scaffold such as entrapment of proteins within the scaffold and/or protein
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binding to the scaffold. Activated neutrophils mediate the fibrin degradation by producing serine
proteases, and these latter enzymes can also affect the denaturation rate of cytokines present in the
liquid fibrinogen. Consequently, neutrophils can influence the release of cytokines and growth factors
from the platelet concentrates. Accordingly, the overall leukocyte amount can play an important role in
determining satisfactory regenerative outcomes. Our results agree with the findings of Miron et al. [26]
who observed low amounts of leukocytes in the liquid fibrinogen obtained with the same protocol.
That work also has the merit of demonstrating that the liquid fibrinogen (liquid-PRF) obtained by
centrifugation is not homogeneous in terms of cell concentration, highlighting that both platelets
and leukocytes are mainly located at the interface between the yellow and red phase. This means
that different experimental results may depend on the precise layer that is collected and that this
information is worthy of inclusion in articles dealing with this topic.

Then, we analyzed the release over time of TGF-β1, PDGF-AB, PDGF-BB, BMP-2, FGF-2, and VEGF
in liquid fibrinogen from each donor up to 14 days after collection. TGF-β1 is a secreted protein that
regulates many cellular functions, including the control of immune and stem cell growth, proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis [27,28]. Thus, the release of this factor is desirable in wound healing sites
and particularly in the oral cavity where several types of cells, as fibroblasts and osteoblasts, have to
be stimulated to proliferate. In our liquid fibrinogen, the TGF-β was stimulated mainly 7 days after
collection, even if the release values at T0 and T14 were sufficiently high. PDGF plays a significant
role in blood vessel production (angiogenesis) and regulates the proliferation of stem cells that can
differentiate into fibroblasts, osteoblasts, and vascular smooth muscle cells [29]. We analyzed the
presence and amount of two isoforms of PDGF, finding that PDGF-AB increased 7 days after collection,
remaining at the same level at T14. Very interestingly, PDGF-BB was released at very high levels at T0,
remained at the same level at T7, and further increased at T14, suggesting that this factor is primarily
responsible for the fast healing of oral wounds, in accordance with what was demonstrated by Evrova
et al. in tendon healing [30].

A cumulative analysis for all donors at all time points revealed that PDGF-BB was the growth
factor present at the highest concentration in the liquid fibrinogen, unlike another study in which
TGF-β1 was the most released [31]. It has to be underlined, however, that those authors did not
analyze the secretion of PDGF-BB, as we did. In our experimental conditions, after PDGF-BB, the most
expressed factor was TGF-β, in accordance with Castro et al. [31].

We also analyzed the release of VEGF, FGF-2, and BMP-2. VEGF is a growth factor that stimulates
the formation of blood vessels. In particular, it is involved in both vasculogenesis (de novo formation
of blood vessels) and angiogenesis (blood vessels growth from pre-existing vasculature) [32]. FGF-2,
also known as basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF), is involved in angiogenesis, wound healing,
and stimulates the proliferation and differentiation of pre-osteoblasts and fibroblasts [33]. BMP-2 plays
an important role in the development of bone and cartilage. Like other proteins from the BMP family,
BMP-2 has been demonstrated to induce osteoblast differentiation [34]. All these three growth factors
were released at very low levels. Moreover, no correlation was found between the amount of these
factors and platelet accumulation, suggesting that these factors are released by lymphomononuclear
cells, which are not accumulated in the liquid fibrinogen.

VEGF and FGF-2 increased 7 days after collection and decreased after 14 days even if the level
remained higher than levels measured at T0. The major part of the analyzed samples showed an
increase of BMP-2 at 7 days after collection and the increase was still evident after 14 days. BMP-2 is an
important factor in facture repair and it has a pivotal role in the initiation of repair processes [35]. In a
previous study by Kalén et al., it was found that BMP-2 is released by platelets mainly at low pH [36],
as in inflammation sites. Thus, considering that we measured the BMP-2 release in physiological
conditions, and that we left the samples on the bench to analyze the release of factors at T0, T7, and T14
without adding any substances, apart from EDTA, this could explain the low production of BMP-2
observed in our study. However, since the development of an acidic tissue environment is common in
wound healing sites [37], the use of the liquid fibrinogen, for instance at implant sites, may enhance
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the repair processes as the low pH contributes to stimulate the release of BMP-2. During bone healing,
the pH becomes neutral and finally alkaline, thus stimulating alkaline phosphatase and osteocalcin [36].

In the future, novel platelet concentrates may be based on a better knowledge of growth factor
kinetics and novel centrifugation modalities, such as horizontal centrifugation systems [26], to obtain
higher cell concentrations. Until that time, more studies are warranted to validate these findings.

5. Conclusions

To the authors’ knowledge, no study has investigated the release kinetics of six different growth
factors in liquid fibrinogen and their correlation with platelets. The results obtained from our study
have shown that the liquid fibrinogen obtained by blood centrifugation does contain concentrated
platelets and important growth factors for tissue repair and regeneration. The liquid fibrinogen
obtained with the described method is particularly interesting both for the release of very high amount
of PDGFs and for the almost complete absence of neutrophils. Among the growth factors analyzed,
TGF-β1, PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB were also found to be directly correlated with platelet accumulation.
Finally, though without an univocal trend, the peak of release of the growth factors seems to be reached
at around 7 days.
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